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Overview of Legal Trends
 Hazardous Waste
 Slack Fill
 Agency Actions
 Class Actions
 Organic Products
 Volatile Organic Compounds
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Hazardous Waste
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California versus RCRA
Definitions
 Federal law is the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)
 This sets the minimum requirements for managing hazardous
waste for the entire United States
 In addition to RCRA, California has its own regulations, which are
carried out by the California Department of Toxic Substances
Control (DTSC)
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Hazardous Waste
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California versus RCRA
Substances
 California law is more restrictive than the Federal RCRA
 California’s regulations apply to several substances that the
RCRA does not:
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Hazardous Waste
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California versus RCRA
Containers
 California law is more restrictive than the Federal RCRA
 California’s regulations for when a container is “empty” and can
be discarded in a non-hazardous waste dump are more
stringent:
RCRA:
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California:

Hazardous Waste
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Compliance
 Determine whether waste contains hazardous materials
 See the DTSC’s website
 Segregate waste into separate, appropriately labeled containers
 Work with licensed hazardous waste disposal companies to
document, collect and properly dispose of waste
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Hazardous Waste
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Enforcement of California’s
Hazardous Waste Regulations
 In California, most personal care products are classified as
hazardous when disposed of by anyone other than a consumer
 DTSC has gone after retailers for improper disposal of hazardous
waste in California, with several high-profile settlements
 Lowe’s - $18.1 million (2014)
 Walgreens - $16.6 million (2012)
 CVS - $13.75 million (2012)
 Costco - $3.5 million (2012)
 Target - $22.5 million (2011)
 Wal-Mart - $27.7 million (2010)
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Hazardous Waste
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Enforcement of California’s
Hazardous Waste Regulations
 County DAs have gotten in on the action for hazardous waste
violations:
 T.J. Maxx/Marshall’s/Home Goods (2014)
 $2.77 million settlement with Alameda County DA
 Rite Aid (2013)
 $12.3 million settlement in case involving 52 California DAs,
led by LA County DA
 Costs are often passed on to manufacturers and resellers!
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Hazardous Waste
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Effecting Change through Rulemaking
 California’s hazardous waste regulations may be changed at
the agency or “rulemaking” level
 The definition of “hazardous waste” can be changed
 The manner in which hazardous waste must be handled can
be changed
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Hazardous Waste
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Effecting Change through Rulemaking
 PCPC is advancing its rulemaking agenda to make California
and federal hazardous waste regulations consistent, so that
compliance standards are parallel
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Hazardous Waste
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Slack Fill Laws
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What is Slack Fill?
 Empty space in packaging that implies that there is
more product than actually contained in the
packaging
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Under-filling



Indented bottoms



Extra walls, etc.

Slack Fill
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FTC Regulations
 Fair Packaging and Labeling Act empowered the FTC
and FDA to issue regulations regarding slack fill
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But neither the FTC (nor the FDA) ever issued any
specific regulations
The FTC only regulates slack fill under the general
authority to prevent “deceptive” packaging – there
are no real guidelines or specific restrictions
regarding slack fill

Slack Fill
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California’s Slack Fill Laws
 “No container . . . shall have a false bottom, false
sidewalls, false lid or covering, or be otherwise so
constructed or filled . . . as to facilitate the perpetration
of deception or fraud.”
 “No container shall be made, formed, or filled as to be
misleading. A container that does not allow the
consumer to fully view its contents shall be considered
to be filled as to be misleading if it contains nonfunctional slack fill.”
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Slack Fill
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“Nonfunctional Slack Fill”
 Slack fill in a package shall not be used as grounds to
allege a violation of the slack fill law unless it is
“nonfunctional slack fill.”
 “Nonfunctional slack fill” is the empty space in a
package that is filled to substantially less than its
capacity and does not fall within one of the statute’s 15
safe harbor exemptions.
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Slack Fill
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Safe Harbors
 Protection of the contents
 Requirements of packaging machines
 Unavoidable product settling

 Space for necessary and mandatory labeling
information
 Container itself has value
 Facilitate handling or deter shoplifting
 “Reasonable relationship” to the product inside
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Slack Fill
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Safe Harbors (cont’d)
 Actual size of the product is clearly depicted
 Necessary “headspace” for mixing
 Product delivery or dosing device

 Kit that consists of multiple components
 Routinely displayed using demonstrations
 Holiday or gift packages
 Purchased product and a free sample or gift
 Computer hardware or software
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Slack Fill
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2013 Amendment
 2004: Prop 64 allows District Attorneys to retain
penalties for slack fill violations
 Monetary incentive created flurry of lawsuits by
DAs taking the position that slack fill was a per se
violation even though packaging fell under a safe
harbor
 September 2013: SB 465 clarified that slack fill is only
actionable if it does not fall under one of the safe
harbor provisions
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Slack Fill
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Enforcement: Private vs. Public
 2004: Prop 64 limited private actions to individuals that
have actually been injured by (and suffered financial
loss because of) an unfair business practice
 Private litigants may still bring an action under
California’s UCL, but most actions are brought by DAs
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Slack Fill
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Case Example: CVS (CA)
 Eleven cosmetic products accused of misrepresenting
product quantity "by use of oversized and nonfunctional slack-fill and/or false sidewalls and/or false
bottoms"

 Four counties: Yolo, Fresno, Sacramento and Shasta
 Total settlement: $225,000
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Slack Fill
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Case Example: Deodorant (NY)
 Unilever and Proctor & Gamble deodorants – Degree,
Axe, Old Spice and Gillette
 Ex.: Degree deodorant packaging was 5 ¾” tall, but
stick inside was only 3” tall
 Class actions filed in September 2014 in SDNY and
EDNY – alleging violations of regulations in all 50 states
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Slack Fill
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Strategies for Compliance with
Slack Fill Laws
 If possible, make contents visible
 Fill containers as full as practicable
 Keep track of consumer complaints

 Keep documentation showing need for packaging space
that falls within safe-harbor provisions
 Consider using slack fill regulations offensively to go
after competitors who are unfairly competing
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Slack Fill
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Agency Actions
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Agency Actions
 In addition to FDA, emerging trend of recent actions by FTC
to regulate cosmetics
 Present examples include agency actions against L’Oreal
Paris/Lancome and L’Occitane Cosmetics
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Agency Actions
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Agency Actions
 In September 2012, FDA issued a warning letter to Lancome
regarding skincare products marketed on the Internet for
uses that the FDA said caused the products to be drugs
 The “drug” claims:
 Boosts activity of genes
 Stimulates the production of youth hormone
 FDA letter said the claims indicated products were
intended to affect the structure of the human body
 Resolved by issuance of closeout letter in November 2012
 Lancome had addressed the violations contained in the
warning letter
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Agency Actions
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Agency Actions
 After FDA issues were resolved, FTC brought charges in June
2014
 FTC alleged that L’Oreal advertising of skincare products
made false and unsubstantiated claims that the products
targeted consumers genes
 Ads claimed that product was “clinically proved to boost
gene activity” and stimulate production of “youth
proteins”
 Ads promised visibly younger skin in just 7 days

 Focus of the FTC action was lack of any substantiation for the
product claims
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Agency Actions
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Agency Actions
 FTC Complaint resolved by a consent order which provides:
 20 year prohibition on claims that products target or
boost activity of genes to make the skin look younger,
or responds five times faster to aggressors like stress,
fatigue and aging
 Unless there is competent and reliable scientific
evidence substantiating such claims
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Agency Actions
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Agency Actions
 L’Occitane’s body lotion products – Almond Beautiful
Shape and Almond Shaping Delight Cream – claimed
slimming properties
 Claimed that product could “trim 1.3 inches from thighs in
just 4 weeks” and was a cellulite fighter
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Agency Actions
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Agency Actions
FTC Complaint against L’Occitane resolved by consent order

 $450,000 consumer redress settlement
 Forbids advertising based on claim that any product
applied to the skin causes substantial weight loss or
reduction in body size
Unless the claim is backed by:
 Two adequate and well controlled human clinical studies
for weight loss claims
 Competent and reliable scientific evidence for cellulite or
body fat claims
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Agency Actions
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Agency Actions
 Substantiation needed for all claims
 FTC Advertising Substantiation Policy published in 1983
requires “reasonable basis for advertising claims before
they are disseminated”
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Agency Actions
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Agency Actions
Covers express and implied claims:
 A failure to possess and rely on a reasonable basis for
objective claims constitutes an unfair and deceptive act or
practice in violation of Section 5 of the FTC Act.
 Requirement of L’Occitane:
 Two randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled
human clinical studies that are conducted by
independent, qualified researches and that conform to
acceptable designs and protocols, and whose results,
when considered in light of the entire body of relevant
and reliable scientific evidence, are sufficient to
substantiate that the representation is true.
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Agency Actions
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Agency Actions
What is notable about recent agency enforcement?
 L’Oreal FTC Action followed prior FDA action in which the
respondent appeared to satisfy the FDA
 FTC grouped L’Occitane’s cosmetic claims in its “Operation
Failed Resolution” enforcement action against marketers of
fad weight-loss products
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Agency Actions
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Class Actions
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Is it Really “Natural”?
 “Natural” claims are increasingly under attack in all states
 There is no accepted definition for “natural”
 One California court held that a class action claim based on
“natural” claims could not be sustained

 Other courts disagree
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Class Actions
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Alba Botanica Case Study
 In Balser v. The Hain
Celestial Group (2013),
Plaintiffs filed a false
advertising class action
complaint over use of
the “Natural” and
“100% Vegetarian
Ingredients” on 30+
products in the Alba
Botanica line
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Class Actions
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Plaintiffs’ Claims
 Term “Natural” means the entire formula is composed of
natural ingredients, and thus is misleading to a reasonable
consumer because the Alba Botanica products actually
contain numerous unnatural synthetic ingredients
 A reasonable consumer would be further misled because of
Defendant’s use of “100% Vegetarian Ingredients” on the
back label, where 100% Vegetarian means only from
vegetable matter
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Class Actions
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Claims Dismissed
 Court dismissed because no reasonable consumer would be misled
by the label “natural”:
 Natural is a vague and ambiguous term
 Dictionary definition of natural as “existing in or produced by
nature; not artificial” cannot apply to the products at issue
because shampoos and lotions do not exist in nature, there
are no shampoo trees, cosmetics are manufactured. Plaintiffs
cannot plausibly allege they were deceived to believe
shampoo was existing in or produced by nature

 Common understanding is “100% vegetarian” means without
animal products
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Class Actions
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TRESemmé Naturals Case Study
 Morales v. Unilever is a putative class action lawsuit pending in the
Eastern District of California
 Plaintiffs allege that Unilever’s use of “Naturals” is false advertising
because the TRESemmé hair care products contain “unnatural
synthetic ingredients”
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Class Actions
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Claims Survive
 Unilever moved to dismiss on the grounds that the plaintiffs did
not have standing to sue, and that the plaintiffs failed to state a
claim on which relief could be granted
 The court denied Unilever’s motion, holding:
 Plaintiffs had standing to sue on a product they didn’t
purchase because the claims on that product were
“substantially similar” to claims on products that were
purchased, and
 “Naturals” claim could be misleading in violation of California
law even though full ingredient list that disclosed synthetic
ingredients appeared on the products’ packaging
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Class Actions
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Naturally, There Are Many Other Actions…
 Arm & Hammer Essentials Natural Deodorant
 Claims at issue: “Natural Deodorant” & “Natural Protection”
 Motion to Approve Class Settlement filed July 2014
 Proposed terms include $1.5M class payment + $420,000 in
attorneys’ fees and costs + $5,000 in service awards
Trewin v. Church & Wright (D.N.J.)
 Suave Naturals Hair and Body Products
 Claims at issue: “NATURALS”; “infused with” natural-sounding
ingredients such as “infused with coconut extract”; scenic
images of nature such as a cracked coconut; natural-sounding
product names such as “Rainforest Fresh”
 Complaint recently filed in August 2014
Paulino v. Copco (E.D.N.Y.)
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Class Actions
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California Organic
Products Act
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COPA v. OFPA
 The Organic Foods Production Act of 1990 (OFPA) establishes
national standards for the sale and labeling of fresh and processed
foods and agricultural products, and authorizes states to establish
organic certification programs overseen by the USDA

 The USDA’s National Organic Program (“NOP”) is a set
of regulations for organically produced agricultural products
 COPA, California’s federally approved state organic certification
program, regulates cosmetics as well as food
 The USDA offers a voluntary organic certification process for
cosmetics, but the USDA does not have the authority to regulate
cosmetics sold or labeled as organic
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California Organic Products Act
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COPA’s Regulation of Cosmetics
 Under COPA, multi-ingredient cosmetics that are sold as organic
must contain at least 70% organically produced ingredients,
defining “organically” produced by reference to the NOP
 “Sold as organic” means any use of the terms “organic,” “organically
grown,” or grammatical variations of those terms, whether orally
or in writing, in connection with any product grown, handled,
processed, sold, or offered for sale in this state, including, but not
limited to, any use of these terms in labeling or advertising of any
product and any ingredient in a multi-ingredient product.
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California Organic Products Act
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Percent of Organic Ingredients
For a multi-ingredient cosmetic product,
 The product must contain at least 95%
organically produced ingredients (excluding
water and salt) to be certified organic under
the NOP
 The product must contain at least 70% organically produced
ingredients (excluding water and salt) to be sold or labeled as
“organic” under COPA
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California Organic Products Act
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Enforcement Overview
 Who can file the lawsuit?
 Any person
 NGOs
 Attorney General or district attorneys
 Available Remedies
 Injunctive relief
 Fines up to $1,000 per day (paid to state,
county)
 Attorneys’ Fees
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California Organic Products Act
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Enforcement Example: Hain
In 2011, Mr. Brown filed a putative
class action complaint against the
Hain Celestial Group, Inc. alleging
certain Avalon Organics and Jason
products labeled as organic violate
COPA and other statutes
While many Avalon Organics and
Jason products are USDA certified
organic, others do not have at
least 70% organic ingredients
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California Organic Products Act
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Sold as “Organic”

J /A/ S / O / N
P U R E N AT U R A L & O R G A N I C

AVALON
ORGANICS

®
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California Organic Products Act
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Action Taken During Litigation
Hain Celestial Group, Inc. modified
its packaging while the litigation
was pending
 Removed “Organic” from Jason
packaging
 Changed Avalon Organics
formula so that it contains 70%
organic content
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California Organic Products Act
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Enforcement Example: Hain
 Hain successfully removed the action to federal court
and moved to dismiss the action
 Hain lost the motion to dismiss because the court
found that:

 COPA is not preempted by the federal Organic
Foods Production Act of 1990, and
 The USDA does not have primary jurisdiction
over the plaintiffs’ COPA claims
 The court heard the Plaintiffs’ Motion for Class
Certification on November 6, 2014
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California Organic Products Act
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Strategies for Compliance
with COPA
 Carefully review all packaging and advertising for the
word “organic” in any form
 Do the products meet COPA’s standards?


Consider independent expert review



Get organic certification documents from suppliers

 If not, develop a strategy for change


Spend money on reformulating or rebranding, not
on linguistics experts and litigation

 Use the statute to your advantage
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Stop competitors from making false organic claims
California Organic Products Act
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California Air Resources Board
Regulations
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California Air Resources Board
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CARB VOC Regulations
“[N]o person shall sell, supply, offer for sale, or
manufacture for sale in California any consumer
product which, at the time of sale or manufacture,
contains volatile organic compounds in excess of the
limits specified . . . after the specified effective
dates.”
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California Air Resources Board
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CARB VOC Limits
VOC content is the total weight of VOC in a product expressed as
a percentage of the product weight (exclusive of the container or
packaging)
 Examples of Consumer Product VOC Limits:
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Hair Mousse: 6 percent by weight
Hair Shine: 55 percent by weight
Hair Spray: 55 percent by weight
Hair Styling Gel: 6 percent by weight
Hair Styling Product (aerosol and pump spray): 6 percent by weight
Hair Styling Product (all other forms): 2 percent by weight
Nail Polish Remover: 1 percent by weight
Shaving Cream: 5 percent by weight
Shaving Gel: 4 percent by weight
Temporary Hair Color (aerosol): 55 percent by weight
California Air Resources Board
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2014 CARB Enforcement Actions:
Hair Sprays
Violating Company

Violating Products

Violation

Sold products that exceeded 6% by weight for "Hair
Styling Product: Aerosol and Pump Sprays"
Manufactured (Apex) and sold (Advanced)
Christophe Professional Shaping
products that exceeded 6% by weight for "Hair
Hair Spray
Styling Product: Aerosol and Pump Sprays"
Sold products that exceeded 6% by weight for "Hair
Vitale Perfect Mold Styling Spritz
Styling Product: Aerosol and Pump Sprays"
Sold products that exceeded 6% by weight for "Hair
got2b rockin' it Hairspray
Styling Product: Aerosol and Pump Sprays"
Sold/manufactured product that exceeded 6% by
Pouf Volumizing Spray
weight for "Hair Styling Product: Aerosol and Pump
Sprays"
Redken Spray Starch 15
Redken Iron Silk 07
Sold products that exceeded 6% by weight for "Hair
Redken Body Full Weightlifter
Styling Product: Aerosol and Pump Sprays"

Settlement
Amount

Advanced Beauty Systems Cantu Shea Butter Flat Iron Spray

$14,500

Advanced Healthcare
Distributors/Apex Int'l

$45,000

Afam Concept
Henkel Consumer Goods
Lea Journo Cosmetique

Redken, L'Oreal

Renpure
SalonQuest
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Renpure Organics Shape and
Design (pump & aerosol)
Aquage Working Spray
Aquage Transforming Spray

Sold products that exceeded 6% by weight for "Hair
Styling Product: Aerosol and Pump Sprays"
Sold products that exceeded 6% by weight for "Hair
Styling Product: Aerosol and Pump Sprays"

California Air Resources Board

$5,550
$77,500
$3,000

$146,500

$33,000
$50,750
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2014 CARB Enforcement Actions:
Other Hair Styling Products
Violating Company
Marukai Corporation
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Violating Products
Yanagiya Blue Gelu Hair Gel

Violation
Sold products that exceeded 2% by weight for "Hair
Styling Product: All Other Forms"

California Air Resources Board

Settlement
Amount
$10,000
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2014 CARB Enforcement Actions:
Nail Polish Removers
Violating Company

Violating Products

Delon Laboratories

Delon Nail Polish Remover
Pump, Non-Acetone

Harmon Stores/Vi-Jon

Harmon Nail Polish Remover
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Violation
Sold/manufactured product that exceeded 1% by
weight for "Nail Polish Removers"
Manufactured (Vi-Jon) and sold (Harmon) products
that exceeded 1% by weight for "Nail Polish
Removers"

California Air Resources Board

Settlement
Amount
$4,000
$13,000
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Consumer & Commercial Products Survey:
Background
 Purpose of CARB Consumer Products Program is to reduce the
amount of volatile organic compounds (VOCs), toxic air
contaminants and greenhouse gases that are emitted from the
use of chemically formulated consumer products
 CARB is authorized by law to collect data about chemically
formulated products and from time to time gathers
information through mandatory surveys
 Last comprehensive survey was in 2006
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California Air Resources Board
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Consumer & Commercial Products Survey:
Background
 By 2016, new State Implementation Plans (SIPs) addressing
ozone and particulate matter must be developed for new
National Ambient Air Quality Standards set by US EPA
 New standards are more stringent than the standards for
California’s currently approved SIPs. Reductions of oxides
of nitrogen and VOCs expected to be necessary
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California Air Resources Board
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Consumer & Commercial Products Survey:
Goals
 Provide scientific foundation for
the 2016 State Implementation
Plans
 Update the consumer products
emissions inventory by gathering
current information on Volatile
Organic Compound (VOC) and low
vapor pressure (LVP)-VOC
emissions
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California Air Resources Board
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Consumer & Commercial Products Survey:
Who Must Report?
Each Responsible Party listed on the label of a consumer product
that was sold or supplied for use in California during the calendar
year and falls into a category listed on that year’s Survey
Category List.
www.arb.ca.gov/consprod/regact/2013surv/2013pre/survey.htm
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California Air Resources Board
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Consumer & Commercial Products Survey:
What is Reportable?
 All “consumer products” sold or supplied for use in California
during the calendar year, including:
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Antiperspirants & deodorants
Body, hand & face cleansers
Facial & body treatments
Fragrance products
Hair care products
Cosmetics
Nail care products
Shaving products
California Air Resources Board
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2013 Survey Status
 2013 Survey officially started on September 1, 2014
 Completed survey due on March 2, 2015
 Survey requirements for sales and product ingredient
information will continue for 2014 & 2015 calendar years
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California Air Resources Board
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For more than three decades, the Conkle Firm has provided its clients with
expert guidance toward their objectives in intellectual property and brand
protection.
Examples of CK&E’s accomplishments in the Personal Care Products industry:
•

Convinced the Patent and Trademark Office to register the first ever trademark for
a fragrance of a personal care product. It is one of only three trademarks for
fragrances on the Principal Register.

•

Worked with California Air Resources Board to absolve a manufacturer of
responsibility when its non-VOC compliant products were sold in California without
its permission.

•

Defeated putative class action claims over false advertising.

•

Represented personal care product manufacturers in multi-million dollar
acquisitions of worldwide intellectual property rights.

•

Advised clients on labeling and manufacturing issues to avoid liability.
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John Conkle’s practice focuses on commercial litigation matters for
California-based and national clients. In addition to administrative
agency practice, he has conducted bench and jury trials in state
and federal courts and has argued numerous appellate matters.
John’s particular areas of expertise include combating distribution
of counterfeit and gray market goods, creation and enforcement
of distribution agreements, patent, trademark and antitrust
issues, and federal and state regulatory matters, including class
actions.

Kim Sim handles all aspects of complex business litigation and has
represented clients in the personal care products industry in
contract disputes, in advertising and unfair competition cases, and
in the protection and enforcement of intellectual property rights.
Kim regularly advises industry clients, including manufacturers,
distributors and suppliers, on regulatory and statutory compliance
with consumer protection statutes, advertising laws, and
regulations such as California’s Proposition 65.
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For more information and helpful
resources visit:

www.conklelaw.com
John A. Conkle, Esq.
j.conkle@conklelaw.com
H. Kim Sim, Esq.
k.sim@conklelaw.com
Santa Monica, California
310 998-9100
This presentation does not contain legal advice, but is intended for general information purposes only. The facts and law of each individual situation must be
separately analyzed. No confidential or attorney-client relationship can be created through reference to this presentation. Conkle, Kremer and Engel provides
legal advice only to clients of the firm who have signed agreements for legal services.

